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4 July 2019 

Joint News Release  

 

 

Calling For Everyday Heroes On Public Transport 
New award launched to recognise Caring Commuters  

 

To honour public transport commuters who demonstrate acts of care during their daily 

commute, the Public Transport Council (PTC), together with the Singapore Kindness Movement 

(SKM), has jointly launched a new award category – the Caring Commuter Award – for this year’s 

National Kindness Award – Transport Gold event, which will be held in October. This is the first 

time since the inception of Transport Gold that an award category is being dedicated to commuters.  

  

2 The new Caring Commuter Award recognises acts of care by commuters, such as 

accompanying lost commuters to their destination, or stepping forward to help other commuters 

in need. 

 

3 Introduced as part of the Caring SG Commuters movement, this award is the result of our 

extensive and continual engagements with commuters. Commuters shared that such an award 

might encourage and inspire others to take that first step and lend a hand to their fellow commuters, 

and actively make our public transport experience a more pleasant one.  

 

Nominations 

 

4 Members of public are invited to nominate other commuters, whom they have witnessed 

or received help from, for the award. Besides providing details of the acts of care, commuters may 

also submit related photographs for the nomination. Nominations can be submitted via an online 

form (link here) until 16 August. Caring Commuter Award posters (see Annex) can be found at 

MRT stations and bus interchanges. 

 

http://bit.ly/caringaward19
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5 Mr Richard Magnus, PTC Chairman said: “Every day, commuters receive and experience 

acts of care from ‘quiet heroes’ on our public transport system. Every act of care, however simple 

it might be, is admirable as it contributes in making a fellow commuter’s journey a more pleasant 

one. The Caring Commuter Award is to recognise these commuters who have shown such acts of 

care. With this new award, we are hopeful these positive stories will inspire more commuters to 

look out for one another on public transport, and spread this culture of care in Singapore for a more 

inclusive and caring public transport system.”   

 

6 “SKM is very excited with this new award for caring commuters,” added SKM General 

Secretary Dr William Wan. “In our Graciousness Survey, we have seen improving ratings for 

‘moving in and making space for other passengers on public transport’. In general, a behaviour we 

are newly tracking, ‘helping and giving way to elderly and others with mobility issues’, has also 

been rated good to excellent. I am confident therefore that we will be receiving many nominations 

for this new award.” 
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About the National Kindness Award – Transport Gold 

 

The National Kindness Award – Transport Gold will be held on 23 October 2019. The event is in 

its 20th year running and recognises individuals in the transport sector who have displayed 

exemplary service and gracious behaviour. This award inspires the recipients to continue to shine 

and influence their colleagues in contributing towards are more pleasant and gracious society. 

From 1999 to 2018, more than 5,000 courteous staff and drivers have been recognised at the 

Transport Gold Award Ceremonies. 

 

For more information, please visit: kindness.sg/national-kindness-awards 

 

About Caring SG Commuters 

 

The “Caring SG Commuters” movement began in August 2017, when PTC launched its first two 

co-creation trials. The trials provided warm platforms for commuters to interact with fellow 

commuters, encouraging a caring commuting atmosphere to make everyone’s travel experience 

more pleasant, inclusive and welcoming. Two trials, namely the Heart Zone and related 

Heartwheels@Linkway, won the UITP (International Association of Public Transport) Asia-

Pacific Special Recognition Award in June 2019 in Stockholm, Sweden. 

 

For more information, please visit: ptc.gov.sg/caring-sg-commuters 
 

 

For enquiries, please contact: 

 

Sheryl Teo 

Assistant Manager, Corporate Communications 

Public Transport Council 

Email: sheryl_teo@ptc.gov.sg 

DID: 6354 9033 

 

Michelle Tay 

Associate General Secretary, Partnerships 

Singapore Kindness Movement 

Email: Michelle_tay@kindness.sg 

DID: 6761 9106

http://www.kindness.sg/national-kindness-awards
http://www.ptc.gov.sg/caring-sg-commuters
mailto:sheryl_teo@ptc.gov.sg
mailto:Michelle_tay@kindness.sg
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ANNEX 

 

Call-for-nominations posters 

 

Visual 1: Offering help at a Heart Zone 
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Visual 2: Offering help to a blind or visually-impaired commuter 
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Visual 3: Offering help to carry heavy groceries for an elderly commuter 
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Visual 4: Providing assistance in times of need at public transport nodes 
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Visual 5: Offering help to a wheelchair-bound commuter 

 

 


